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Despite twenty years, two amnesty decrees, and a presidential pardon, the wounds inflicted during
Argentina's dirty war have recently been reopened by the revelations of a former navy officer who
participated in "death flights" during the military dictatorship (1976-1983). The revelations have
renewed demands from human rights organizations that the government publish a list of those
who disappeared and what happened to them. Human rights groups have also renewed their
demands that the Catholic Church acknowledge its complicity in abuses committed by the military.
Nevertheless, the president and some observers contend that most Argentines just want to put the
horrors of the past behind them once and for all.
During the administration of former president Raul Alfonsin (1983-89), lower ranking officers were
absolved of responsibility for human rights abuses carried out during the dictatorship under two
decrees, the Final Stop (Punto Final) and Due Obedience (Obediencia Debida) decrees. However,
junta leaders and other high-ranking officers were tried and sentenced, several to life in prison.
However, in 1990, President Carlos Saul Menem granted an amnesty to all members of the military
who had been found guilty of human rights abuses. In all, more than 4,000 Argentines were killed
and 10,000 more disappeared during the dictatorship, according to official figures. Human rights
workers put the number of disappeared at 30,000. The dirty war resurfaced late last year when two
active duty naval officers who were up for promotion testified that torture was "routine" during the
dictatorship, and that they had participated in it (see NotiSur, 11/04/94 and 11/11/94).
Although Menem recommended that the promotions be approved despite the officers' testimony,
they were turned down. Now, the dirty war has surfaced again. On March 3, former navy captain
Adolfo Francisco Scilingo became the first military officer to break the code of silence and reveal
details about the disappearances of thousands of supposed "subversives" at the hands of the
military. According to Scilingo's book and interviews, as many as 2,000 prisoners were thrown,
drugged but alive, from military flights over the Atlantic Ocean during the 1970s. Scilingo repeated
his statements on March 10 in a two- hour deposition before Judge Monica Atucha de Ares. Scilingo
said he was bringing the legal action to force the high- ranking officers who ordered the executions
to exonerate those who carried out the orders. He also wants the military to acknowledge what it did
and admit the fate of the thousands of disappeared.
"The disappeared are dead," he said. "Disappeared where, I ask you? Who can think they are still
disappeared?" Scilingo said, although he was tormented by nightmares, that he had no remorse for
participating in the flights, since the country was at war, "a war we won," and he was just following
orders. Scilingo also implicated Catholic chaplains and other members of the clergy who, he said,
had condoned the military abuses. Scilingo said the military had consulted the Catholic hierarchy
during the height of the repression against the left "to find a Christian way, not too violent" to
execute political prisoners. Charges against the Catholic Church of complicity with the military
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during the dictatorship are not new. They were included in the official findings, published in the
1984 book Nunca Mas by the Comision Nacional sobre Desaparecidos (CONADEP), headed by
noted author Ernesto Sabato. The publicity surrounding the latest charges by Scilingo elicited
statements from several Catholic bishops. Bishop Joaquin Pina of Puerto Iguazu said the Church
should not be ashamed to ask for forgiveness. And while Bishop Pina acknowledged the sins of
some of the clergy, he also pointed out that many priests and religious were among the disappeared.
The Bishops' Conference insisted it was never consulted about the executions. Bishop Emilio
Bianchi di Carcano, vice president of the Argentine Bishops' Conference, said, "What I want to
make clear is that the Bishops' Conference as such never had official knowledge about the matter,
which is so contrary to the Christian mentality, even more so for a priest who has been trained to
preach the Gospel and valiantly proclaim the truth." Nevertheless, the Mothers of the Plaza de
Mayo called on the bishops to condemn not only the military killings but also priests and members
of the church hierarchy who knew of and secretly condoned them. "The behavior of the chaplains
shame humanity," the Mothers said. Human rights groups also appealed to the president to publish
the names of persons who were killed by the military. But, the head of the Mothers of the Plaza de
Mayo, Hebe de Bonafini, said it is even more important to publish "the list of assassins."
"For the mother of someone who was disappeared, it makes little difference if they tell her that
her child was thrown alive from a plane into the Rio Plata or into the ocean," she said. "What will
change the history of this country is if those who did it are put in prison." Meanwhile, the head
of the military joint chiefs of staff, Gen. Mario Candido Diaz, said Scilingo did not merit a reply
"because he has lost all his virtues as an officer and a gentleman" for making allegations about the
death flights. Earlier, in February, President Menem signed a decree stripping Scilingo of his rank as
a retired commander, supposedly because of a conviction for fraud in August 1991. Menem recently
described Scilingo as a "crook." And, the president further angered human rights activists by saying
that military personnel who suffer qualms of conscience should "find a priest and confess their
sins," rather than make public statements.
Menem said making public declarations was "just putting salt in the wounds the country was
trying to heal," and insisted that Argentines "do not want to relive the horrors of the past." Despite
the administration's attempts to minimize the attention given the Scilingo case, on March 20, in
a separate court case involving two French nuns who disappeared in 1977, Judge Juan Cortellezzi
ordered President Menem to turn over a list of persons reportedly detained between 1976 and
1983 at the infamous Navy Mechanics School (Escuela de Mecanica de la Armada, ESMA), a
known torture center operated by the military during the dictatorship. On March 22, Menem said
his administration was prepared to continue the investigation and, "if documentation exists, we
will make it available as the court has requested." However, Menem insinuated that electoral
politics played a role in the timing of Scilingo's declarations and the publication of his book. In fact,
reinforcing Menem's stance, it is not clear how much the Argentine public wants to dredge up the
past.
Menem insists that it is time to forget, and public opinion analysts tend to support him. "Apart from
a noisy minority, the predominant opinion is that the dirty war is history and should not be stirred
up again," says pollster Manuel Mora y Araujo. Most polls find Argentines more worried about
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unemployment, recession, crumbling social services, and corruption than about what happened two
decades ago. Human rights activists feel differently. "Now that an officer has finally broken the pact
of silence, people can no longer deny what happened, and that is progress," says Enrique Mignone,
a human rights activist whose daughter was disappeared in 1976. "But there are no guarantees that
it won't all fade away again." (Sources: Inter Press Service, 03/03/95, 03/07/95; Spanish news service
EFE, 03/09/95, 03/12/95; Notimex, 03/20/95; Deutsche Press Agentur, United Press International,
03/21/95; London Observer Service, 03/22/95; New York Times, 03/13/95, 03/25/95; Reuter, 03/03/95,
03/07/95, 03/09/95, 03/20/95, 03/28/95; Agence France-Presse, 03/06/95, 03/08-10/95, 03/14/95,
03/20/95, 03/22/95, 03/23/95, 03/28/95)
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